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Abstract. Considering the current demandfor efforts that deal with perfor—
mance evaluation ofubiquitous computing services, this paperfocuses on eval-
uating a context inference service that can be configuredaccording to applica-
tions‘ reasoning requirements. After detailing a performance evaluation of a
context inference service with multiple inference engines over semantic context
information, we contribute with a set ofgeneral reasoning-related issues that
developers must take into accountwhen building ontology-basedubiquitous ap-
plications.

1. Introduction
Context-aware computing is a research theme in ubiquitous computing which investigates
problems related to supporting applications in customizing their behaviors based on con-
text information sensed from instrumented environments. A classic definition of context
is “any relevant informationabout the user-applicationinteraction, including the user and
the application themselves” [Dey 2001].

As the development ofcontext-aware applications is quite complex and time-eon-
suming [Hela12005], there is a need for formal context models that facilitate its sharing,
reuse and processing, as well as the development of service infrastructures to support
applications with respect to context management. The more formal a context model is,
the better is the ability for applications to reason about context.

Ontologies have been elected by several authors as the representation formalism
for context models (e.g. [Ranganathan et al. 2004] [Chen et al. 2004] [Tan et a1. 2005]
[Bulcao Neto et al. 2005b]) . A software infrastructure built on top of such context mod—
els can then provide applications with services for context sharing, reuse and reasoning.

The literature recognizes the need for research with respect to quantifying and
measuring various aspects ofubiquitous computing so as to obtain a deeper understand-
ing of those aspects as well as rich insights into its implications [Satyanarayanan 2005].
Metrics can let us to compare ubiquitous systems and quantify the corresponding benefits
and costs of individual algorithms, services, and complete systems. Considering mobile
wireless telecommunications, for instance, the performance of mobile agents is evalu-
ated in terms ofresponse time for service provision in 3G networks [Baousis et al. 2005].
Regarding semantic context information, reasoning response times are measured over
context knowledge bases in [Tan et al. 2005] and [Gu et al. 2005].

in this paper we report our investigations regarding features pertinent to the per-
formance evaluation of reasoners other than reasoning response time.

To carry out our investigation, we exploit a service infrastructure for context
management called Semantic Context Kernel (SCK), which is composed of configurable



semantic services for context storage, query and reasoning as well as service discov-
ery [Bulcao Neto et al. 2005b]. Built upon an ontology-based context model, the SCK
provides a general vocabulary that lower ontologies can import for particular domains.
SCK is appropriate for this study given that its inference service provides applications
with customizable types of reasoning about semantic context such as ontology-based and
rules-based reasoning.

This paperpresents a performance evaluation of the SCK context inference service
configured to run with different ontology-based inference engines with distinct capabil—
ities. The context inference service is evaluated against semantic context information
from ontologies as well as from a Web-based application. We investigated not only total
reasoning response times, but also other timing information related to ontology-based rea-
soning, such as the time for consistency checking and for merging ontologies that import
higher level ones. Such time-based considerations are expected when using the ontology
formalism based on Description Logics (DL) [Baader et a1. 2003].

From this study, we contribute with a set of general reasoning—related issues that
developers must consider when building ontology-based ubiquitous applications such as:
what reasoning time is composed of, other reasoning-related timing information that is
worth attention, the expressiveness of the ontologies used, and the range of services pro—
vided by reasoners.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 presents an overview on the Semantic Web as well as background infor-
mation on the context inference service and the ontologies we used. Section 4 details the
performance evaluation carried out. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

2. Related work

In this section, we compare our evaluation work with others with respect to reporting the
performance evaluation of context inference services.

The GaiaOS middleware is a component—based middleware that handles context
information represented in first-orderpredicates [Ranganathan and Campbell 2003]. Ga—

iaOS also enables applications to reason about uncertain contexts by means of techniques
ofprobabilistic logic, fuzzy logic, and Bayesian networks [Ranganathan et a1. 2004]. The
CoBrA (Context Broker Architecture) provides an agent-based architecture for acquiring,
managing and reasoning about ontology-based context [Chen et a1. 2004]. Its main ad—

vantage is the ability to handle user’s privacy control, which is a relevant issue for the
development of context-aware systems. However, neither GaiaOS nor CoBrA report an
evaluation that could measure the performance of any services which they are composed
of, or the feasibility of exploiting ontologies and reasoning techniques in ubiquitous en-
vironments.

The SOCAM (Service—Oriented Context-Aware Middleware) provides applica-
tions with independent services for context acquisition, discovery, query and reason-
ing [Wang et a1. 2004]. Reasoning response times are measured using a reasoner based
on first-order logic (FOL) over increasing context knowledge bases. Results show that
reasoning times increase with the size of context knowledge bases, the complexity of
rules, and CPU speed [Gu et a1. 2005]. In addition, an ontology-based reasoner and a



FOL-based reasoner are also compared against the same context knowledge bases. Their
conclusions include the fact that ontology-based reasoning takes much more time than
rules—based reasoning, since the amount of rules to be processed by the former is much
greater than in the case of the latter.

Previous work in SOCAM was extended to support distributed event—based con-
text interpretation, which they argue offer better performance in terms offlexibility, scal-
ability and processing time [Tan et a1. 2005]. However, their evaluation is not backed up
by a performance evaluation study as in our case.

Overall, the results we report in this paper are broader than those found in the
literature since we detail what context reasoning time is composed of, we discuss the
importance of the expressiveness of the ontologies used, and we exploit the range of
services provided by the reasoners used.

3. Background
This section gives an overview of Semantic Web concepts and describes the context in-
ference service and the ontologies we used in our performance evaluation study.

3.1. Semantic Web overview
The Semantic Web is a step further regarding the current Web in which in-
formation is given semantics, better enabling computers to process that informa—
tion [Bemers-Lee et al. 2001]. The RDF specification is one attempt to allow information
to be described with explicit meaning on the Semantic Web [Klyne and Carroll 2004]. It
provides a generic data model that consists of nodes connected by labeled arcs, whcrc
nodes represent resources, and arcs represent properties or relations describing resources.
A resource combined with a property and the value of that property for that resource is
called an RDF statement. Those three individual parts ofa statement form the RDF triple
model.

The RDFS ontology language conveys the semantics ofRDF metadata by means
ofmechanisms for describing classes of resources, relationships between resources, and
restrictions on properties [Brickley and Guha 2004]. RDFS is the least commondenomi-
nator in terms of Semantic Web ontology languages.

The OWL ontology language builds on top ofRDF and RDF S and adds a richer
vocabulary for describing properties and classes including, among others, relations be—

tween classes (e.g. disjointncss), (in)equality of concepts (e.g. equivalent classes), car-
dinality restrictions (e.g. at least one), richer typing of properties, and characteristics of
properties (eg. transitivity) [Bechhofer et a1. 2004]. OWL is divided into three sublan—

guages, or species, with increasingly expressiveness, as detailed below. Further informa-
tion about differences between OWL subsets are found in [Bechhofer et a1. 2004].

OWL Lite provides primarily a classification hierarchy and simple constraints. in ad-
dition, OWL Lite forbids the use of some constructs such as set operations (eg.
union, complement) and disjointness.

OWLDL includes all OWL language constructs, but they can be used only under certain
restrictions. For instance, OWL DL requires that every resource has an explicit
type: if a resource referenced by X is used where a class is expected, the RDF
graph should contain a triple (X, rdfztype, owerlass).



OWL Full relaxes some of the constraints in OWL DL so as to make available features
which may be ofuse to many knowledge representation systems, but which violate
the constraints ofDL reasoners.

As different sets of constructs are provided, each sub—language is, therefore, de—

signed for different applications’ reasoning requirements. OWL Lite is well-suited to
easy implementation and to provide users with a functional starting point in the use of
the language. OWL DL is designed for users who want the maximumexpressiveness and
desirable computational properties for reasoning systems such as completeness] and de-
cidability2. Finally, OWL Full is intended for users who want maximum expressiveness
and the syntactic freedom ofRDF with no computational guarantees — this means that it
is unlikely that any OWL reasoner will be able to support complete reasoning for every
feature ofOWL Full [Bechhofer et al. 2004].

OWL DL is so named due to its correspondence with Description Logics (DL),
which is amature knowledge representation technique that representa subset offirst-order
logic [Baader et al. 2003]. DL form the formal foundation ofOWL balancing expressive-
ness with decidability. The DL expressivity ofOWL ontologies varies according to the
OWL constructs being used for ontology developers. A notation for representing DL ex-
pressivity is detailed below, so as to indicate, for instance, that an ontology with ALH(D)
expressivity means that it includes constructs of attribute logic (AL), properties arranged
in hierarchies (H), and datatypes (D).

AL (Attribute Logic): conjunction, universal value
restriction and limited
existential quantification

C (Complement): AL plus disjunction and full
existential quantification

R+ : Transitive property
S 1 a shortcut to all ALCR+
H : Property hierarchy
I : Inverse property
F : Functional property or a cardinality

restriction with l
O : Nominal such as enumeration of individuals

(i.e. instances of classes) or of data values
N : Unqualified number restrictions such as

cardinality restrictions greater than 1
D : Datatypee

As DL reasoners support different levels of DL expressivity, the expressiveness
criteria should be also taken into account by developers when choosing a reasoner. Cur—

rently, Pellet is the only sound and complete DL reasoner that can handle the full expres-
sivity of OWL DL including reasoning about nominals [Sirin et al. 2006]. More details
about Pellet and other reasoners are discussed in Section 4.

3.2. The Semantic Context Model
The Semantic Context Model (SeCoM), illustrated in Figure 1, represents the basic con-
cepts of actors, location, time. devices, events and activities (dark ovals in the figure), and
the relationships between these concepts (in the figure, an arrow indicates when a lower
ontology imports concepts from an upper ontology) [Bulcao New and Pimentcl 2005].
We elected SeCoM to this study because it provides a set ofOWL-based generic classes,

lAll conclusions are guaranteed to be computable.
2All computations will finish in finite time.
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Flgure 1. An overvlew of the Semantic Context ModeI(SeCoM).

properties, relations, and restrictions that applications can import and/or extend for par—
ticular domains. Moreover, ScCoM’s ontologies use only the OWL Lite and the OWL DL
constructs, which guarantee computation in finite time.

The Actor ontology models the profile of entities that can perform actions in a
ubiquitous environment such as people, groups and organizations. This ontology is im-
ported by other ontologies that we have built to deal with actors’ profiles including social
role, social relationship, knowledge, contact information, document and project.

The Spatial ontology describes the whereabouts of actors. It models virtual and
real-world indoor and outdoor places, containment and spatial relations between places,
geographic coordinates, among others. Spatial events are those that have spatial exten-
sions and can be classified as virtual and physical events. Such kind ofevents are modeled
in the SpatialEvent ontology.

The Time ontology represents temporal information in terms of temporal instants
and intervals. It models relations between instants and intervals, relations between inter-
vals, and calendar and clock information. Events with temporal extensions are modeled
in the Temporal Event ontology, and can be classified as instant or interval events.

The Device ontology describes devices by means of their hardware and software
platforms. The former includes information about storage and battery capacity, multi-
media support, and network connectivity, whereas the latter allows to describe operating
systems and browsers supported, virtual machines installed, among others.

The Activity ontology describes actions that actors do or cause to happen. Activity
is modeled as relevant spatiotemporal events that characterizes it including the corre-
sponding actors and devices involved in. Hence, it imports the following SeCoM on-
tologies: Actor, Spatial Event, Temporal Event, and Device. Activities are modeled as
impromptu (or informal) and scheduled (i.e. planned in terms of time and place).



3.3. The Semantic Context Kernel

Our investigation required a service infrastructure for context managementwith an infer-
ence service providing applications with customizable types of reasoning about semantic
context. We elected the Semantic Context Keme1(SCK) for this study since its architec—
ture provides configurable semantic services as follows [Bulcao Neto et al, 2005b].

Figure 2 depicts the Semantic Context Kernel architec-
ture [Bulcao Neto et al. 2005b]. Context information is provided by Context Sources,
which may be represented by applications, web services, and physical sensors. Context
Transducers convert the information captured from context sources into a common
semantic representation: the RDF triple model.

I DiscoveryServic-

COntaxt QueryServlco Context InlorenceServlc- Context PotslsuneeServlcn

! El Avpllcnllonlevel 1

i D Intrmructuro llvol l

Figure 2. The SCK archltecture.

Context Consumers make use of context information stored by context sources so
that the former can adapt themselves according to the current situation (e. g. applications).
The Discovery Service provides context transducers and every service layer with an ad-
vertising mechanism so as to allow context consumers to locate services. The Context
Query Service allows context consumers to query context via declarative languages for
RDF models based on simple conjunctive triple patterns. In general, query expressions
are representedas a matching ofan RDF triple pattern against an input source RDF graph.

The Context PersistenceService allows developers to choose the type ofpersistent
storage. It allows context sources to store context information in relational databases or
on a contextfile. The latter is an alternative for applications that do not require database
functionalities such as consistency of data or transactions. Both context infonnation and
ontologies content are stored on the context file. When storing context on databases,
ontologies are stored on separate files and only read when necessary.

The Context Inference Service provides context consumers with a configurable
inference support over context. It allows developers to exploit two types of reasoning
which include ontology—based and rules-based reasoning. When using ontology—based
reasoning, the inference service supports the RDFS and OWL ontology languages with
different levels of expressiveness.

Three types of ontology—based reasoners have been integrated in the inference
service:

Transitive reasoner infers the generalization and specialization relations between
classes and properties via RDFS constructs for defining subclasses and subprop-
erties.



RDFS reasoner implements a configurable subset of the RDFS entailments such as sub-
classes, subproperties, as well as domain and range ofproperties.

OWL reasoners support all RDFS entailments and different subsets of the OWL lan-
guage. The choose of an appropriate OWL reasoner relies on the OWL constructs
involved in the inference process.

All those types of inference engines derive new RDF assertions (or facts) which
are entailed from some base RDF togetherwith any optional ontology information and the
axioms and rules associated with the reasoner. A context knowledge base is, therefore,
the combination of instances ofcontext information (i.e. assertions) and ontologies which
these instances are compliant with.

When developers want to exploit liigh~level context reasoning, they must set the
rules-based reasoning feature of the context inference service. Developers should then
define their own rules which are stored on a configuration file called context rule— typi-
cally, one file per application. In this case, the inference service reads ontology facts into
memory represented as RDF triples and parse those rules to validate them.

Developers can also choose different chaining of rules such as forward, backward
and hybrid. Example 1 illustrates a forward-chaining rule describing that if a graduate
student and his supervisor are in the meeting room, then they are attending a meeting.

<l—— Example 1 ——>

PersoniA) . Personflil , isLocatedIn(A,Cl , isLocacedIn(S,C), MeetingRoomiC)
, hasRole (A,D) , hasRole (E, E) , Graduate (D) , FacultyMember(E)
. issupervisorof (E,D) - — > attendingMeeting (A, B)

The context inference service infers that a meeting is taking place if not only every
predicate shown in the premises (e.g. Person) is represented in the current ontology, but
also the individuals are asserted in the input RDF graph.

4. Performance evaluation of the SCK context inference service
This section is organized as follows. First, we describe the hardware and software con-
figuration used in the experiments. Second, we show the SCK inference service using
SeCoM ontologies as test data. Third, we evaluate the performance of the SCK inference
service running against increasing context knowledge bases of a context-aware web page
recommender system. Finally, we give attention to some points about inference making
process that we consider important for developers of semantic—enabled ubiquitous appli-
cations.

4.1. Experiment configuration
The experiments that we report were performed on a Linux box featuring an lnteliR)
Pentium“) 4 at 2.66 GHz and 1 GiB ofmain memory. The Semantic Context Kernel in-
frastructure is implemented in Java using JZSE 15.002, and the context inference service
is implemented on top of the Jena 2.3 inference subsystem [Carroll et al. 2004].

Three types of ontology-based reasoners were used on the experiments: both the
transitive reasoner and the OWL reasoner bundled with Jena 2.3 inference subsystem,
and the Pellet 1.3beta2 reasoner [Sirin et al. 2006]. In order to prevent lack ofmemory
for the reasoners, considering the dataset used, the Java heap size was set to 64 MiB of
main memory (using -me option).



Ontology OWL species Expressivity Triples Classes Properties Instances
Actor Lite ALR+IF(D) 72 9 9 0
Time DL SHOIF(D) 414 10 47 19

Spatial DL SHOIN(D) 181 31 14 8

Temporal Event DL SHOIF (D) 432 13 47 19
Contact DL SOIF (D) 164 17 21 0
Document DL SHOIF (D) 600 27 75 19
Knowledge Lite ALR+IF(D) 91 12 13 0
Project DL SHOIF(D) 566 54 64 19
Relationship Lite ALR+HIF(D) 109 1 1 19 0
Role Lite ALR+IF(D) 104 15 14 0

Table 1. Characterization of SeCoM ontologles using Pellet.

4.2. SeCoM ontologies as test data
The use of ontologies as the representation formalism for context models often arises
questions with respect to the supposed overhead to process knowledge. In order to inves-
tigate this, we experimented 10 SeCoM ontologies as test data for the context inference
service as follows: Actor, Time, Spatial, Temporal Event, Contact, Document, Knowl—

edge, Project, Relationship and Role.

For this experiment, we set the context inference service to use only the Pellet
reasoner— chosenbecause it is the only reasoner that guarantees maximum deeidability
and completeness regarding OWL DL. More specifically. Pellet supports full reasoning
on SHOIN(D)3 DL expressivity. In addition, Pellet performs special services when rea-
soning about ontologies: it validates their OWL species, informs their DL expressivity,
and tries to turn ontologies into OWL DL when they are classified as OWL Full. Table 1

illustrates the characterization of the SeCoM ontologies used in this experiment. The pro-
gram that generated the results presented in Table 1 is included in the Pellet distribution:
for every ontology it was obtained its corresponding OWL species (Lite, DL or Full), DL
expressivity, and number of triples, classes, properties and individuals (or instances).

Observe thatmost SeCoM ontologies are encoded in OWL DL, what can suggest
that they may require a DL reasoner. The DL expressivity of SeCoM ontologies is an-
other feature that is worth mentioning. For instance, the Spatial ontology has SHOIN(D)
DL expressivity, what suggests that it may require a complete DL reasoner such as Pellet.
Information about the number of triples, classes, properties and individuals of each on-
tology may also be useful [Tempich and Volz 2003] when evaluating timing information
such as illustrated in Table 2.

Pellet has another advantage over otherDL reasoners: it provides a customizable
set ofoperations available as API so as to get timing information involved in context rea-
soning. In order to get that information from Pellet, we instrumented the SCK inference
service with a program included in the Pellet distribution (Benchmarkjava).

As input parameters, the inference service gets the Pellet reasoner configuration
and the SeCoM ontology file location, For each ontology, we ran the experiment 10 times

3Attribute Logic, Complement, Transitive Propetty, Property hierarchy, Inverse property, Nominals,
Unqualifiednumber restrictions, and Datatypes (see Section 3.1)



Ontology MLT SVT ST CT MT RT
Actor 48.5 122.8 12.6 35.8 0 0
Time 103 439.5 32.2 54.3 0 6.5
Spatial 65.8 271.7 83.7 133 0 6.1
Temporal Event 98 474 25 54 2 6.6
Contact 71.2 210.4 22.6 56.8 9.4 0
Document 115.1 610.3 39.7 102.8 23.7 10.5
Knowledge 47.6 137.6 14.6 42.8 5.7 0
Project 111.7 596.3 44.3 100.8 20.8 12
Relationship 46.6 153.9 12.7 37.6 2.6 0
Role 45.8 144.9 19.3 49.6 6.5 0

Table 2. Mean tlme of reasonlng tasks uslng the SCK Inference service and Pellet
(in ms).

following the approach used by [Pan 2005]: each parameterizedexecution of the context
inference service was processed after a fresh start. Hence, there was no need to clear
both the main memory and the cache memory used by Pellet to speed up reasoning tasks.
For each ontology, we collected reasoning-related timing information and measured the
corresponding mean time, maximum time, and standard deviation time.

Table 2 presents the mean time of several aspects related to context reasoning —
all timing information is in milliseconds:

Model loading time (MLT) is the amount of time spent to load an RDF triple model
representing an ontology to reasoner’s internal memory — the higher the number
of triples ofontologies, the higher the model loading time (see Document, Project,
Temporal Event and Time ontologies). Specifically for the SeCoM ontologies. the
model loading time for the reasoning process is 16.5%, on average.

Species validation time (SVT) is the time interval in which a reasoner validates the
OW'L sublanguage of ontologies. Similarly to model loading time, species val-
idation time also increases with the number of triples of ontologies. Once devel-
opers already know the OWL species and the DL expressivity of their ontologies,
we recommend they disable the species validation service because it can save an
average of 60.5% over the entire reasoning process.

Satisfiability time (ST) is the time interval in which a reasoner determines if the ontol-
ogy definition is generally satisfiable (or consistent), i.e., if an ontology does not
contain any contradictory facts. We noticed that satisfiability time is higher when
the DL expressivity of an ontology increases. For instance, the Spatial ontology
has the most complex DL expressivity and its corresponding mean satisfiability
time is, in some cases, two times greater than ontologies with close DL expres-
sivity (see Document and Project ontologics). Although it is one of the primary
reasoning services, the satisfrability service spends an average of 6.5% of the en-
tire reasoning process.

Classification time (CT) is the time interval in which a reasoner computes the subclass
relation between each named class to create the class hierarchy, which is used to
answer queries such as getting all or only the direct subclasses. There are op-
timizations in Pellet so that we can speed up classification time by turning off



nominal reasoning support. However, as some SeCoM ontologies have nominals
— e.g. all with SHOIF(D) DL expressivity — we used the Pellet’s default config-
uration. Table 2 shows that, for our dataset, the more complex the DL expressiv-
ity, the higher classification time (see Spatial, Document and Project ontologies).
However, this result cannot be generalized since classification time can be mini-
mized due to optimizations coming from other services such as the satisfiability
service [Baader et a1. 2003]. In our experiment, classification time represents an
average of 14% of the entire reasoning process.

Merging time (MT) is the amount of time spent to merge ontologies that import others.
As shown in Figure 1, ScCoM ontologies merge themselves — Temporal Event
imports Time while Document imports Actor and Time. It is important to observe
that the higher the number of triples in the ontologies imported, the higher the
merging time (see Document and Project ontologies). As a result, merging time
takes 10 ms on average for SeCoM ontologies, what means an average of 1.5% of
the entire reasoning process. SeCoM has been modelled so that applications can
instantiate and/or extend it with their own vocabulary, and the observed merging
time corroborates the feasibility of such a two-layer ontology-based approach.

Realization time (RT) is the time interval in which the reasoner computes the most spe—
cific classes that an individual is an instance of. It should be done after classifica-
tion since direct types are defined with respect to a class hierarchy. Table 2 shows
that the more individuals in an ontology, the higher the realization time. So, on-
tologies with no individuals do not spend time for realization (see Actor, Contact.
Knowledge, Relationship, and Role ontologies). In the case ofSeCoM, realization
time represents an average of 1% of the entire reasoning process.

4.3. Context inference case study: WebMemex

Regarding performanceevaluation of a ubiquitous inference service, a question that may
arise is how the SCK context inference service behaves with a real context-aware ap-
plication such as WebMemex [Macedo et al. 2003, Truong and Abowd 2004], a system
that allows groups of users to share Web browsing experiences by means of automatic
recommendation of pages based on similar contents.

As logged users browse on the Web, WebMemex captures each request from their
browsers, extracts metadata and content of web pages, and automatically recommends
web pages that are somehow related to the current web page browsed by a user. Figure 3

depicts the user interface of the WebMemex application.

The context-aware WebMemex application
We build a context—aware version of WebMemex in which, when a user wants to rec—

ommend a Web page to other users, they explicitly recommend it to a target group,
to all users, or to a group of users following a social network criteria (e.g. friend-
ship) [Bulcao Neto et al. 2005a].

Our implementation of WebMemex extends four of the SeCoM ontologies for
creating the WebMemex ontology: (i) Actor for representing WebMemex users; (ii) Rela-
tionship for describing the social relationship between users; (iii) Document for modeling
Web pages; and ( iv) Time for registering users‘ history ofbrowsing and recommendation.
Table 3 characterizes the WebMemex ontology. As it imports DL-based ontologies with
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Figure 3. The WebMemex interface (foreground): the combo box corresponds to
the groups a user belongs to.

Ontology OWL species Expressivity Triples Classes Properties Instances
WebMemex DL SHOIF(D) 720 62 94 19

Table 3. Characterization of the WebMemex application using Pellet.

SHOIF(D) expressivity (i.e. Document and Time), the WebMemex ontology inherits the
same characteristics. As stated earlier, the program that generated those results is included
in the Pellet reasonerdistribution.

We ran the SCK context inference service against the WebMemex application
ontology so as to obtain all the time-based information related to a reasoning process.
As input parameters, the inference service gets the Pellet reasoner configuration and the
WebMemex ontology file location. We also ran this experiment 10 times always after a
fresh start. Table 4 presents the mean time (in milliseconds) of each reasoning-related
task about the WebMemex ontology.

Ontology MLT svr ST CT MT RT
WebMemex 198.3 609.9 54.7 121.7 26.7 13.4

Table 4. Mean time of reasoning tasks about the WebMemex ontology (in ms).

An important result is that the analysis with respect to timing infomiation relative
the SeCoM ontologies also applies. In this case, species validation also poses a high
percentage (60% on average), what means that this service should be avoided when using
Pellet for reasoning. Merging time confirmed the feasibility of the two-layer ontological
approach for context modeling with an average of2.6% of the entire reasoning process.



WebMemex reasoning regarding semantic context
When creating a group. a user chooses the social network criteria such as isFriendOfi
worksWith or cooperatesWith. These relationships are modeled in the Relationship on-
tology as subproperties of knows, which is a symmetric property that connects the class
Person defined in the Actor ontology. Hence, ifa person X is friend of (or knows) a person
Y, then the reciprocal is true.

Every new member in a group is socially related to the creator of that group.
Here there is a tradeoffbetween using OWL-based or transitive reasoners in WebMemex:
the former reduces the amount of information stored because it already supports the
owlsSymmetricProperty construct, whereas the latter offers greater performance, but it
requires to store both directions of a symmetric relation. This shows that even a reasoner
with less expressivity can infer over ontologies with high DL expressivity. Hence, we add
both directions of social network-related properties when adding new members to groups
(eg. ‘A isFriendOfB and B isFriendOfA’) [Bulcao Neto ct al. 2005a].

When a user recommends a Web page to a particular group of users, there is
no need for reasoning. On the other hand, if the target group includes ALL groups,
for instance, the context inference service calls the transitive reasoner to infer over the
hierarchy of the superproperty knows. The list ofpeople resulting from the reasoning pro—

cess is then input for the context persistence service to update the corresponding Web logs.

WebMemex and SCK with different reasoners
To the evaluation of the context inference service against with the WebMemex applica-
tion, we used not only Pellet but also the transitive and the OWL reasoners of the Jena
2.3 distribution. This is a real scenario since WebMemex’s reasoning requirements may
demand the inference over facts that the transitive reasoner is not able to achieve. As a re-
sult, it is an appropriate example in the investigation ofhow the context inference service
behaves with different reasoners over a same knowledge base.

To cany out this experiment, we have used five size-increasing WebMemeX’scon-
text knowledge bases, which differ at the rate of lK triples each. For each reasoner, the
SCK context inference service gets the reasoner configuration and the context knowledge
base it should infer over. In order to achieve higher performance, the OWL reasoner was
set to its micro configuration — which means that the reasoner can handle all OWL Lite
species, though a few OWL DL constructs with constraints.

For each knowledge base and context inference service configuration, we ran the
experiment 10 times towards tuning configuration parameters. As we stated earlier. each
parameterized execution was processed after a fresh start.

Figure 4 depicts the mean reasoning response time of the SCK context inference
service set to each reasoner over the five sets of knowledge bases (reasoning response
times are in milliseconds). Given that the transitive and the OWL (Micro) reasoners do
not provide mechanisms that allow developers to get reasoning-relatedtiming information
as does Pellet, we only obtained the entire reasoning response time for each reasoner.

Despite ofbeing less expressive than Pellet and OWL Micro, it is noticeable that
the transitive reasoner outperforms both reasoners in all cases. As we stated earlier, in
order to exploit this lightweight approach with the SCK context inference service, we
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Figure 4. Multiple configurations of the SCK inference service over WebMemex
knowledge bases.

had to store both directions of a symmetric property. The feasibility of this approach is
sustained as long as WebMemex maintains its current requirement of simple inference
over social network-relatedproperties.

From a quantitative point ofView, the OWL Micro reasoner is usually 40% slower
than the transitive reasoner, and 15% slower than Pellet. It is important to observe that,
with the species validation service turned off, Pellet ran an average of25% faster than the
transitive reasoner.

Even though it is possible to change the list ofOWL constructs that a developers
wants the OWL reasoner to deal with, the OWL reasoner is not recommended for real-
world ontologies — Jena developers suggest that the OWL reasoner should be used for
early experimental investigations only.

4.4. Discussion

This section presents a summary of the discussion relative to both experiments.

First, we presented how the reasoning time is divided with respect to model load-
ing time, species validation time, satisfiability time, classification time, merging time,
and realization time — considering the SeCoM ontologies as test data and the SCK as
inference service. This is an important input since developers should fiilly understand
the impact of each phase towards proper application development and ontology reuse, for
1nstance.

Second, we evaluated the reasoning response times of the SCK inference service
set to different reasoners over context knowledge bases of a context—aware application.
We observed that for all reasoners in our experiment, the ontology-based reasoning re-
sponse times are somewhat proportional to the size of the knowledge base.

Third, given the amount of time spent for an ontology—based reasoning process,
our study also shows the feasibility of an independent module for context reasoning such
as the SCK context inference service.



There is, however, a step before the reasoning time starts that we have not con-
sidered yet. A reasoner should load and parse the ontology file before it loads the cor—

responding RDF triple model into memory (i.e. model loading time). The process of
loading ontology file has a great impact on reasoning because it has a high variability
of loading times both for local and remote ontology files. Regarding reasoning, ontology
file loading spends an average of82% for SeCoM ontologies and 72% for the WebMemex
application ontology ~ for remote ontology loading in both cases. Although this consid-
erable amount of loading time, this can be reduced, for instance, if the inference service
implements a fetching mechanism of commonly used ontologies.

Despite the range of services provided by reasoners (e.g. species validation and
ontology satisfiability), it is not possible to compare reasoners that make use of different
reasoning techniques to support different expressiveness. Considering that they may use
different classification algorithms to minimize the number of issued subsumption queries,
or even adopt optimizations techniques so as to support different expressiveness, a qual-
itative comparison between the different reasoners used in our performance evaluation is
not possible.

5. Concluding remarks
In this paperwe identified some reasoning-related issues for which we have discussed the
importance for developers of semantic ubiquitous applications. The investigation of how
reasoning time is subdivided into important processes has provided valuable information
about how ontology-based reasoning time can be improved.

We have also shown that even the reasoner with the simplest capabilities can infer
over ontologies with high level ofexpressiveness. In otherwords, developers must choose
what is the well-suited reasoner according to applications’ reasoning requirements.

In practice, the expressivity and efficiency are not the only qualities for choosing
a reasoner. Developers may also prefer a reasoner for other reasons, for instance, when
it requires few lines of code to use, or it is written in a easily portable programming
language.

As future work, we plan to investigate benchmarks for evaluating context infer-
ence services. We believe that similar evaluation studies regarding rule-based reasoning
in context-aware computing should also be conducted. We also plan to investigate ap-
proaches for evaluating distributed inference services, as well as other context—related
services such as query and discovery.
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